“The footprint of aviation and aerospace in our state has grown dramatically
— 250 percent — in the more than 20 years since our last study.”
—Gov. Mary Fallin, August 14, 2017, announcing a new study of the sector that found aviation
and aerospace produce almost $44 billion in annual economic activity in Oklahoma,
supporting 206,000 jobs and an $11.7 billion payroll
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• Speaking in November about a budget proposal passed by the
state House of Representatives that still left a $550-million
gap, Gov. Fallin repeated her call to legislators to stop “kicking
the can down the road” when it comes to fiscal solvency, noting
a drop in the state’s credit rating and that business prospects
were dropping the state from location consideration due to its
fiscal issues.
• The Research Institute for Economic Development in Oklahoma
City reports the following results from the regular session that
ended in May: Passage of the “Oklahoma Energy Jobs Act”
authorizes the Corporation Commission to expand well spacing
units for horizontal oil and natural gas wells to 1,280 acres
… The Oklahoma Tax Commission indicates the expanded
drilling opportunity would result in approximately $19 million in
new state revenue for FY-18. Another success for job creation
and expanded economic development was extension of the
aerospace tax credits until 2026. The credits have created
over 4,200 jobs with an average salary of $80,000 since being
enacted in 2009.
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